
Accommodation
Even though we are not able to provide on-site accommodation, there are plenty of

reasons to consider Long Furlong Barn as your venue choice!

Our "exclusively yours" approach, which we take pride in, guarantees that every couple
believes that Long Furlong Barn is their location on their wedding day.  That experience

would be altered if accommodation were offered for the next day, as couples would
have to share their wedding day, with one leaving to make room for the other.  

Instead, we can offer multiple getting-ready rooms, décor included and the option of
early access for getting ready and of course, our award-winning venue team to make

sure your day is everything it should be. 

 w
We work with local hoteliers and lodges to provide couples with a variety of choices just

a few minute's drive away. 

The Venue Team x



Name
No of

rooms
Description Contact Journey Time

  The Vale House
  

  5 Lodges
  

Newly converted stable lodges central to
popular wedding venues in the heart of the
South Downs Way

  07916 638225
  

5 minutes

  The Coach &
  Horses
  

  14  Rooms
  

Comfortable country pub with a selection of
twin, double and family rooms. 

  01903 694721 

  

5 minutes

  The Highdown Hotel
  

  13 rooms
  

  Cosy countryside gastropub vibes
  

01903 924670
8 minutes

  The Lamb at
  Angmering
  

8 rooms
Home to 8 stunning bedrooms, The Lamb at
Angmering offers luxury accommodation in
West Sussex, blending both style and comfort. 

  01903 774300
  

5 minutes

  Findon Manor Hotel
  

   20+ rooms
  

Providing a choice of accommodation , all en-
suite, from traditional bedrooms to a more
contemporary style and all of our room rates
including a locally sourced Sussex Breakfast.

  01903 872733
  

5 minutes

  Angmering Manor
  Hotel
  

  20+ rooms
  

All rooms are tastefully designed to
incorporate both style and comfort.  

  01903 859849
  

5 minutes

Local, Independent Accommodation

Approximately fifteen minutes by car will take you to the centre of Worthing and Arundel,
where you can find Premier Inn, Travelodge, and several independent hotels.  

The Vale Lodge is a Trusted Supplier and will be in attendance with us on the January 2024
Open Day on Sunday 14th January 2024 from 10am. 


